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He hoped that Chen Kong could become stronger and break through to the highest level.

In other words, Levi Garrison expected more than anyone present!

After Chen Kong left.

Almost everyone did not leave.

After all, as soon as he left, his position would be occupied again.

Next, the battle for territory or the vendetta will continue… This
is the case in the world with warriors!

Levi Garrison started to fall asleep…

Zoey Lopez and the others were anxiously waiting for the start of the decisive battle.
On the one hand, they were thinking about their own practice…It is
impossible for them to all walk out their own way like Levilia.

They really want to know what Tiance Mansion’s next plan is?

What did Xuanyuan Qingya let herself and others wait for… The

Gods Laboratory…

“Mr. X finally found out! Chen Kong delayed and left because of the Dark God…”

Lucifer told Mr. X all the information he found.

“What? A crystal containing energy? Isn’t it the result of the energy of Forbidden Land God No. 76?”

Mr. X was shocked.

The whole person jumped up all at once.

“Yes! It should be!”

“Not only that! The Dark God also opened the forbidden area No. 76 to Chen Kong, allowing him to
absorb resources at will!”

Lucifer said.

“Ah? Dark God is he crazy? I have never seen such a thing! Make his opponent stronger? Chen Kong has
all such important crystals?”

Mr. X and the others found it incredible.

This is completely impossible!

Unless the dark god is crazy.

“I heard that the Dark God thinks Chen Kong is too weak and wants to improve him and let him reach
the highest level before he fights!”

“Now the outside world is spreading like this! Spreading the God of Darkness so wonderful…”

Lucifer said.

“Nonsense!!!”

“The Dark God is powerful! But he is not sick!”

“Think about it for yourself, do you think that the enemy is weak and racked your brains to let him
improve to deal with yourself?”

“Let me give an example-at the beginning Levi Garrison! We are definitely better than him, but do you
think about letting Levi Garrison improve and become stronger to deal with yourself?”

Hearing Mr. X asked.

Everyone shook their heads.

“That won’t be true! We are not fools! Levi Garrisonxiu wants to be improved a little! Wouldn’t he be
pissed to death if he improved to deal with us?”

Mr. X nodded, “Well, this is the logic of normal people! God of Darkness It can’t be a brain damage,
right?”

“That must not be! If a brain damage, how can it be so strong?”

everyone said.

“Then it shows that there is a problem…”

Mr. X began to analyze.

“Suppose the dark god thinks Chen Kong is too weak, let him raise him to the highest level and fight
again! That’s true. But what about the other two? They also think Chen Kong is weak? They haven’t
appeared from the beginning to the end…”

After x With such a reminder from the husband, everyone responded quickly.

That’s true.

I didn’t even see the new Patriarch of the ancient Garrison Clan and Master Yizhi…

